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Benefits
Thick film coating

It has the ability to be put on in a very thick 
layer

Very elastic and can be stretched for 500-
700 % 

Keeps its elasticity down to minus 20 °C

For leaky and damaged roofs

Product description
Rubber roof coating is a special thick film coating, which has a massive rub-
ber look consistence, when it is dry. To be used where the roof is either very 
damaged or leaky.
It has the ability to be put on in a very thick layer on almost every foundation 
like; asbestos cement, concrete, asphalt paper, tile, wood, cast, metal etc. It 
also contains parts against growth, and is added UV – absorbants
Furthermore the Rubber roof coating is very elastic and can be stretched for 
500-700 % the coating keeps its elasticity down to minus 20 °C
 

Use
Rubber roof coating is applied on the clean surface with a brush, roller, or 
spray. It is important to apply plenty of coat, especially if the roof, is leaky or 
very damaged. If the foundation is very bad; it would be of great advantage 
to use a net as foundation. This must be dipped in wet paint and applied 1 or 2 
layers of Rubber coating. It is important to let the first layer dry completely 
before the next treatment.
You will achieve the best result by spraying.

Please make a test coat of the surface for controling the capability.

Colour: Black, anthracite grey, grey, tile red, brown, mocca Dilute: If necesary 
with water Coverage: App. 3 m2 per lt. Applications method: Brush, roller, or 
spray Gloss: App. 10 Dry matter content: App. 65 w/w % Drying time: App. 
1-2 hours at 20 °C, depending on the thickness of the painting, tem perature, 
RH coat Second coat: Second painting/applying must not happen before the 
first applying has hardened after app.24 hours Storage: Dry, non-freezing, 
out of reach to children Cleaning: Tools etc. are cleaned in water
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